The purpose of this paper is to highlight the role of a lump-sum subsidy in improving the welfare of a country. The lump-sum subsidy payment does not affect the marginal calculations of these firms; but, it can significantly alter other incentives of the firms. We show that the credible commitment of a domestic government for providing a lump-sum subsidy encourages technology licensing provided initial technologies of these firms are close enough. As a result, the goverrmlent of the domestic country does not need to provide the subsidy at all and the conmlitment to the subsidy policy is enough to increase the welfare of the domestic country.
Introduction
The works on strategic trade policies are by now addressed several issues and showed the advantages of trade policies in an imperfectly competitive market. These works highlight that in case of imperfectly competitive world market, positive export subsidy or export tax may be an optimal policy. Considering per unit export subsidy or export tax these works show that these government policies of a country actually help a firm of that country to play more aggressively in the product market. Assume that there are two countries and each country has a firm to produce a good. Suppose that the firms compete in a 'third country'. Now, the imposition of per unit export subsidy or export tax by a government affects the marginal cost of production of the firm getting this subsidy and this helps to shift profit in favor of the firm of that country. Thus, by affecting the marginal calculations through per unit export subsidy or export tax, the government of a country may increase the domestic welfare. As a repesentative sample one may look at Spencer and Brander (1983) , Brander and Spencer(1985) , Eaton and Grossman (1986) , Dick (1993) , Neary (1994) , etc.! The earlier works, while addressing the role of strategic government intervention have concentrated on the per unit export subsidy or tax. 2 The sensitivity of output to the per unit subsidy or tax makes these policies effective. The imposition of lump-sum subsidy or tax does not affect the optimal output choice and hence, becomes ineffective. In fact, in these models, imposition oflump-sum subsidy or tax reduces welfare of a country. Further, whether optimal policy is subsidy or tax depends on the nature of the interactions of the firms in the product market (i.e., Cournot or Bertrand). Sometimes, export subsidy becomes a highly debatable issue too in the trade organisations. As a whole, the previous works have highlighted the benefits of subsidy or tax which are related to the export amount but they have ignored government policy interventions those are not related to the amount of export.
While competing with a foreign firm in the world market, the government policies those are not related to the export amount may provide some strategic benefit too if it can affect other incentives of these firms. The present paper is devoted to address this issue. More specifically, we consider a lump-sum subsidy to show that even if it is not related to the export and does not affect marginal conditions directly, it can improve the welfare of a lSome authors have focused on the trade policies when he firms sell their goods to either one or both of these countries. For example, one may look at Brander and Spencer (1981) , Dixit (1984) , Lee (1990) , Bhattacharjea (1995) , etc. 2The usefulness of both per unit and lump-sum subsidy or tax in the presence of asymmetric information about the cost of production has addressed in Qiu (1994 (1983) and Brander and Spencer (1985) , etc., we consider that these firms compete in a 'third country'. The competition in a 'third country' helps us to show the role of lump-sum subsidy in increasing the welfare of the domestic country by altering the other incentives of these firms rather than by increasing competition in the domestic market and creating more consumer surplus.
If the fixed cost of production is sufficiently high then production may be unattractive for the domestic firm. Now, the domestic government can commit to a subsidy policy to make the production profitable by the domestic firm. This threat of entry from the domestic firm may encourage the foreign firm to license its better technology to the domestic firm and can make both the firms better-off. It turns out that as a result of licensing, the domestic government does not pay the subsidy at all. Further, it is important to note that irrespective of the nature of the game (i.e., Cournot or Bertrand) between these firms, it is optimal for the domestic government to subsidize its firm.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the model and provides the result. Conclusion is given in section 3.
Model
Consider that there are two firms -firm 1 and firm 2. Assume that these firms belong to the different countries. Firm 1 is situated at country 1, call foreign country, and firm 2 is situated at country 2, call domestic country. Assume that firm 1 is technologically efficient compared to firm 2. Technologies are represented by the corresponding marginal costs of producion. Consider that firm 1 has a technology corresponding to marginal costs of production Cl and firm 2 has a technology corresponding to marginal costs of production C2 > Cl' Assume that the production requires a fixed cost 'F' also. Like Brander and Spencer (1985) , we consider that these firms compete in a 'third country'.3 Therefore, welfare of a country is same to the profits of the firm of that country.
We start with a situation where, given the marginal costs of production and fixed costs of production, only firm 1 gets prositive profit in the market. Hence, first basic 3' We are ruling out the possibility of homogeneous good Bertrand competition if the market is characterised by price competition.
assumption is
where, II?(CI, C2) is the operating profit (i.e., revenue minus variable costs of production) of firm i. Assumption 1 shows that without any government policy intervention, the market will be served by the firm 1 only as in this situation firm 2's optimal decision is not to produce anything. Now, we argue that government policy of country 2 may induce technology licensing from firm 1 to firm 2. This technology licensing in turn helps to improve the welfare of country 2. While considering government policy of country 2, we restrict our attention to a lump-sum subsidy payment by the government of country 2 to firm 2. This implies that unlike the earlier works on strategic trade policy, subsidy does not affect the optimal output choce of the firms by reducing marginal cost of production. This is one major difference from the earlier works on strategic trade policies.
Thus, we consider the following game. At stage 1, governments of country 2 decides whether to subsidize firm 2 and in case of subsidization, it commits that it will compensate firm 2 if its operating profit is less than the fixed cost of production. However, technology licensing needs a payment by the firm 2 to firm 1 and the licensing creates more competition from firm 2 too by reducing its marginal cost of production.
Hence, we have to look whether these firms will have any incentive for technology licensing 4We assume that the profits and the fixed costs of production are verifiable. 50ften it is not possible to monitor the rival's output as is necessary to enforce a royalty provision in a patent licensing agreement. This may be due to purely informational reasons or because of imitation possibility from the licensee after the technology transfer.
3 deal at all.
Our, third basic assumption is Assumption 3 implies that monopoly profit is greater than the duopoly industry profit.
Therefore, industry profit decreases with more firms.
Before, going to the government policy intervention, first we look at the possibility of technology licensing without any such government policy. From Assumption 1 we know that in this situation the market will be monopolized by firm 1. Since, here monopoly profit is greater than the duopoly profit, firm 1 will have no incentive for technology licensing. Hence the welfare of country 2 is W~= O. Now, consider the game under government intervantion but with no technology licensing possibility. It will help us to focus the role of subsization in improving the welfare of country 2 by encouraging licensing between these firms. Since government commits to compensate the loss of firm 2 (i.e., the difference between the fixed cost of production and its operating profit), firm 2's net profit will be zero if it goes for production and we assume that if the firm is indifferent between production and no-production, then the firm will go for production. Then the net profit of firm 1 and firm 2 will be respectively
The welfare of country 2 will be where, S = (F-II 2 (Cl,C2)) shows that amount of lump-sum subsidy. Hence, we find that if there is no technology licensing but government intervention, then the commitment of country 2's government will encourage firm 2 to take part in poduction and it will be a duopoly of these firms. Therefore, in this situation firm 1 cannot maintain its monopoly status and has to compete with the firm 2. However, under this situation, elfare of country 2 will be less compared to no government intervantion. Now, we examine whether this change in the outcome at the production stage encourages firm 1 to license its technology to firm 2. Assuming that firm 1 has decided to license its technology to firm 2 and charging a Nash bargained up-front fixed fee, we have to solve the following expression for the price of the technology
where, p is the price of the technology to be paid by the firm 2. Note, that after government policy intervention, the reservation payoff of the firm 1 and firm 2 are II~(Cl, C2) and 0 respectively. Further, due to the Assumption 2, government will not provide any subsidy in case the firms engage in technology licensing. Maximization of (1) gives
While maximizing the expression (1), we have assumed that licensing will not worseoff any of these firms compared to no-licensing. Now, see whether this condition satisfies for both the firms. For this to satisfy we need
Substituting (2) into (3) we get the required condition for firm 2 as
Similarly, (2) and (4) give us the required condition for firm 1 as
The conditions (5) and (6) are same. Therefore, with the satisfaction of (5) or (6) we can say that it is better for the firms to go for licensing deal than no licensing. While (5) or (6) puts a restriction on the upper limit on the fixed cost of production, Assumption 1 puts a lower bound on the value of fixed cost. Hence, for these two conditions to be consistent we need 6
Condition (7) implies that for our result we need that joint operating profit of these firms after technology licensing is greater than the joint profit operating profit before technology licensing. In otherwords, we need industry profit to increase due to technology licensing.
Note that in this situation the government of country 2 will not subsidize the firm 2 actually but the net profit of firm 2 is IIg(Cl' Cl) -F -p > O. Hence, welfare of country 2 increases with this commitment of the government of country 2. We can summarize the above finding in the following proposition. The intuition of the above proposition is as follows. Due to government's commitment, fixed cost of production cannot prevent firm 2 from producing its output and as a result firm 1 faces a credible threat from the firm 2 in the output market. Facing this threat, it is better for firm 1 to license its technology under duopoly when technology licensing generates dividable surplus by increasing total industry profit. This technology licensing, will in turn, help firm 2 to cover the amount of fixed fee and makes its net profit and the welfare of country 2 positive. Therefore, if the domestic government knows there is a possibility of licensing if firm 2 takes part in production, then domestic government has the incentive for such committed subsidization policy. However, it is interesting to see that here subsidization helps to eliminate the constraint due to the fixed cost of production but it does not affect the per unit production cost of firm 2. One may also note that even if social valuation and private valuation of subsidy differ (see Neary, 1994) , the government will always decide to subsidize firm 2. This difference in valutaion, however, will not matter as we have shown that the government actually does not need to pay the subsidy to firm 2. Its commitment to subsidize firm 2 is enough to change the incentive in the underlying game.
With a linear inverse market demand function, P = a -q, where, the notations have usual meanings, condition (7) holds provided C2 < 2a~3cl. It is easy to check that the critical value 2a~3cl is less than the critical value of C2 required to maintain a duopoly, i.e., at c
!. Hence, it shows that this type of government policy can be welfare improving when the technologies of these firms are relatively close.
Further, one may do the same analysis by considering a generalized bargaining process
where a shows the bargaining power of the foreign firm. However, in this situation, only the domestic welfare will be affected by the bargaining powers of these firms. Higher bargaining power of the foreign firm leads to lower doemstic welfare. But, it can be easily checked that the other condition like the profitability of technology licensing is independent to the bargaining power. This finding is intuitive as the profitability of licensing depends on whether technology licensing increases industry profit or not and 6 this has nohing to do with the bargaining powers of these firms.
Conclusion
In this paper we consider the possibility of a lump-sum subsidy in improving the domestic welfare. The imposition of a lump-sum subsidy does not affect the marginal incentives of the firms but it can significantly alter the underlying game. We find that if the initial technology gape is not too large between the firms, then the commitment to a subsidy policy by the domestic government can encourage technology licensing from the technologically efficient foreign firm to the technologically inefficient domestic firm. In particlar, the commitment of this government policy helps to remove the barrier created by the fixed cost of production to the technologically efficient domestic firm. Hence, due to this government policy announcement, the foeign firm faces threat of competition from the domestic firm and may prefer to license its superior technology to its inefficient competitor. As a result, the payoff of the domestic firm goes up and the domestic government does not need to pay any subsidy to its firm at all. Thus, this government policy can improve the domestic welfare by changing the incentives of different stages of the game.
